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Welcome to the sixth AAOKH News! In these pages we’ll share how local observers in coastal
Arctic Alaska describe the rapid changes in their ecosystems, including evidence of killer whales in
the Beaufort Sea (pages 4–5). Meet our team of observers, scientists and three awesome graduate
students who conduct research in partnership with AAOKH communities. Get updates on our
research projects monitoring seals (page 6) and mapping Utqiaġvik’s whaling trails (page 8). We’re
also excited to support a new project led by the Native Village of Diomede tracking how changing
ocean conditions may be impacting Bering Strait king crabs (page 7).
All of these endeavors by local observers and our science team help AAOKH achieve its goals of:
1. Supporting local Indigenous observers as they share their knowledge and document
environmental changes.
2. Providing services to monitor environmental change and meet community needs.

AAOKH history

AAOKH is part of the University
of Alaska Fairbanks Troth Yeddha’
Campus, on the traditional lands
of the Tanana Dene People. We
are part of the International Arctic
Research Center. AAOKH is made
possible through Community
Service Payments made by a
corporate defendant that was
convicted of federal environmental
and maritime crimes in 2014.

3. Creating educational opportunities for the next generation of Indigenous leaders.

WHO ARE WE?
The Alaska Arctic Observatory and Knowledge Hub is a resource for northern Alaska coastal
communities. AAOKH (pronounced A-OK) provides tools, resources and scientific information to
share local expertise and observations of environmental change. Community-based observations
focus on changes in sea ice, wildlife and coastal waters. Learn how to follow us (page 5), see where
we work and meet our team (page 2).
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CLIMATE TRENDS
Cool, dry weather prompted faster than normal sea ice growth in October and November, 2021. The ice extent was about four weeks ahead
of 2020, and the Chukchi Sea froze up earlier than any year since 2012.
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UAF

Billy Adams, Utqiaġvik observer

Bobby Schaeffer, Qikiktaġruk observer

Carla SimsKayotuk, Kaktovik observer

Guy Omnik, Tikiġaq observer
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6 OBSERVERS
AAOKH has six active observers in five coastal Arctic
communities. They document the changing seasonal cycle.

6 SCIENTISTS

OCEAN

WIND

Persistent storms mixed the ocean, which kept ocean surface
temperatures low from July to September across much of the
northern Alaska coastline.

Until December, fall 2021 was much less windy than usual. Kotzebue
Sound had the second lowest average wind speed for any fall in the
past 62 years. Further north, coastal wind was significantly below
normal (1961–2020 average) but not as dramatically.

AAOKH’s science team puts local observations in the
context of scientific measurements related to ice, ocean
conditions and marine mammals.

Utqiaġvik
Utqiaġvik

Not pictured: Matthew Druckenmiller & Elena Sparrow.

3 STUDENTS

Wainwright
Joe Leavitt, Utqiaġvik observer

Steven Patkotak, Wainwright observer

•

•

Elizabeth Mik’aq Lindley: Salmon moving into Arctic
waters. If you are a fisher in Kotzebue, Point Hope,
Wainwright, Utqiaġvik or Kaktovik, and over the age of
18, you can participate in her research by filling out this
survey ▶ https://bit.ly/3qstSH9.

Donna Hauser, science lead

Josh Jones, research coordinator
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Utqiaġvik

Rick Thoman, weather & climate expert

Krista Heeringa, social scientist

Tikiġaq

AAOKH is guided by a volunteer steering group of local
Indigenous advisors from communities and University of
Alaska Fairbanks scientists.

*

Qikiktaġruk

Members include: Austin Ahmasuk (Nome), Lee Kayotuk
(Kaktovik), Noah Naylor (Qikiktaġruk), Qaiyaan Harcharek
(Utqiaġvik), Hajo Eicken, Scott Rupp, Sean Asiqłuq Topkok,
Terry Chapin, Todd Brinkman (UAF).
Graduate students: Roberta Tuurraq Glenn, Mik’aq Lindley, Kimberly Kivvaq Pikok
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WEATHER
Fall across most of Alaska was cooler than recent
years, and the Arctic coast was no different.
Qikiktaġruk (Kotzebue) in particular experienced
a very cold November, with temperatures more
than 30 degrees cooler than normal at times.
A storm in Utqiaġvik on September 16 set a new
record for single day precipitation in the month
of September. They received 0.72 inches of rain
or melted snow. Though that may not sound like
much, it is equivalent to an eighth of the amount
of precipitation that Utqiaġvik receives in a
typical year.

Kimberly Kivvaq Pikok: Multi-generational perspectives
and seasonal changes on whaling in Utqiaġvik.

STEERING GROUP
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Qikiktaġruk

Tikiġaq

6°F colder
than normal

Current projects:
Roberta Tuurraq Glenn: Documenting coastal changes
in Alaska Indigenous communities through collaborative
relationships and community-based monitoring.

Wainwright

Qikiktaġruk

AAOKH supports graduate students at UAF to develop
research partnerships with AAOKH communities and
through input from AAOKH observers and observations.
•

Tikiġaq

September 1

October 1

November 1

*Missing data in Tikiġaq and Kaktovik.

In December, the entire region had far above
normal snow, and at Qikiktaġruk it rained for
several hours on December 19. The NWS
reported over one inch of melted snow at
Utqiaġvik, the second highest December total
in a century of records. Qikiktaġruk reported
2.52 inches of precipitation, which is the highest
December total on record.
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LOCAL OBSERVATIONS
TIKIĠAQ

SHOWING CHANGE

WAINWRIGHT

— Guy Omnik, AAOKH observer in Point Hope —

UTQIAĠVIK

— Steven Patkotak, AAOKH observer —

— Billy Adams, AAOKH observer —

COOL WEATHER

BROWN WATER

WILDLIFE AND DEAD WHALE

September 14—We had a lot of rain all summer, and cooler
temperatures than normal.

October 24—Brown out river water just freezing but seawater
out there must be lower temperatures and a lot colder.

POOR BERRIES

LOW SNOWFALL & LATE FREEZE-UP

September 27—Berries didn’t grow much, people were going
out farther to find them.

October 25—Snowing is short and always light with above the
norm temperatures.

August 16—It has been an interesting summer. July was mild, and the ice was around also...
Many marine mammals have been close especially belugas which have been near to Barrow
July and into August. The marine mammals like Bearded seals, walruses, ringed seals and
belugas have been providing food for coastal communities this season as they have for
thousands of years.....

November 1—Very low numbers of fish this
year, usually have lots of fish before
November... Not one grayling
caught in the nets at Kukpuk,
but further up river people
are catching a few grayling.
[Slowest] I’ve seen in the
20 + years I’ve been fishing
the river. There’s been some
otter sightings and a seal was
spotted way up river before
freeze up, we’ve had them
[otter] here before, but I’m not
sure if those have anything to do
with the low numbers.

October 26—Cold
conditions and new
ice with slush added
freezes by day and
night cold.

September 8—An arctic fox came by and was hot on a lemmings trail. There have been
numerous fox reports!
September 15—A small bowhead near Barrow has been discovered. The tongue has been
taken out and bite marks are visible on the body and flukes. Killer whales target small
whales for an easier kill and eat the tongues as shown much like wolves who kill caribous and
eat the tongues also. This has been known by Indigenous people for a long time. This whale
will be shared by sea birds, bears, foxes, and other marine life through the winter until only
bones are left. This shows that animals do share with other species to sustain. I hope this
short write up gives you some understanding how things are in nature.

SUCCESSFUL WHALING SEASON
October 12—The bowhead whaling has been successful with unofficial results of 26 landed
whales with 4 lost at a efficiency rate of 87% which is excellent. Congratulations to all......
November 8—The Beaufort has sikuliaq [young ice] now coming in, hopefully it will get
settled in and freeze so we can start hunting from it.

KAKTOVIK

QIKIKTAĠRUK

— Carla SimsKayotuk, AAOKH observer —

— Bobby Schaeffer, AAOKH observer in Kotzebue —

WEATHER & FLOODING

STORMY WEATHER
September 7—September weather is following the same
trend as July and August. We had two storms go by
back to back producing gobs of rain and howling
winds since the start of September. Yesterday
was our calm before the storm and last night,
the next low moved in with the same. Rising
river and creek waters will cause more erosion.
South winds will bring in storm surge and huge
ocean waves will batter the beaches and cause
more erosion on permafrost hills, especially on
the Baldwin peninsula.

August 18—Windy wet day. Off and on rain all day. The coast line
is flooded. The old runway is under water. Boats had to be moved
to better spots in the lagoon.

September 14—Hunting efforts have been
hampered by a lot of wind and rain as low pressures
dominate this part of the state. Thought I’d send
a few pictures of erosion on Kobuk Lake. This is mild in
comparison to the ocean side of the peninsula.

September 15—Another dead stranded whale was spotted today
out on the ocean side. It is believed to be a killer whale kill.

STRANDED DEAD WHALES
September 14—Another bowhead whale was harvested this
morning about 4 miles from shore by Silver Star Crew. The other
day (Sunday) the whalers went looking for a whale they lost and
came across a dead whale that looked like it had been dead for a
while, a real small whale. It looked like something had been eating
on it and was pretty well picked at by seagulls. It was not savable.

LOTS OF WIND
October 12—Strong winds out of the east blowing all that nice
snow coverage we had away. Some snowing happening. The ocean
is rough today with about 2’ waves. I can see slush and some
pancake ice close to shore.

BELUGA, HERRING & SEALS
October 21—Kotzebue was visited by a pod of about 200 belugas
last night. The whole town went to the sea wall to observe. Of
course, local hunters went out to hunt them. None were taken.
My grandchildren saw their first white whales and they were
excited. We had some incoming tide so the ocean waters will
replace the fresh water in a bit. The herring are still coming in as
the belugas were feeding on them, as were the hundreds of seal in
the sound.
October 27—Hundreds of seals visiting Kotzebue right now... A
4 lot of ringed, spotted and ugrukchaks.

November 4—Clear and cold. The wind really picked up last night
45mph at one point. It was still blowing this morning but quickly
died down... The sheep hunters are back home with some sheep!
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SEAL MONITORING
AAOKH is part of a collaborative study with the North Slope
Borough Dept. of Wildlife Management to monitor spotted
seals. In summer and fall, spotted seals come out of the
water and rest on sandbars, spits and islands between
multi-day foraging trips. This behavior is known as
“hauling out.” In 2020, AAOKH began remotely
monitoring haulouts near Utqiaġvik and there are
now four study sites.

Utqiaġvik

Two sites: Dease Inlet at
Oarlock Island active in 2020
& 2021 and the Topagoruk
River mouth active in 2021

PARTNERS IN CRAB MONITORING
TRACKING OCEAN CHANGES
AAOKH is supporting the Native Village of Diomede as they study Bering
Strait king crabs. Blue king crab and brown king crab are important food
for Tribal citizens, but the subsistence catch off Little Diomede Island is
declining. The main goal of this project is to collect environmental data
from known traditional king crab harvest locations to see if and how ocean
conditions are changing. This knowledge can help inform subsistence
harvest decisions.

Active in 2020 & 2021:
Smith Bay at the mouth
of Pisuq River

New site as of 2021:
Peard Bay at the
mouth of Kugrua Bay

SAMPLING WATER
AAOKH’s role in the research is to help train and supply instruments to
monitor water quality, track sea ice, and assess marine conditions. Opik
Ahkinga, the Environmental Coordinator at the Native Village of Diomede,
and others sample the water using AAOKH’s CTD sensor. This instrument
measures the temperature and salinity from the surface of the ocean down
to the seafloor. In winter, Opik lowers the CTD through a hole in the ice.
AAOKH observers in Qikiktaġruk, Wainwright and Utqiaġvik also use CTD
sensors to study ocean conditions near their communities.

*This seal research is conducted with additional support from the Coastal
Marine Institute/Bureau of Ocean Energy Management under National
Marine Fisheries Service General Authorization No. 23546, BLM Land
Use Permit FF097621, and UAF Animal Care Protocol 1610672-2.

INSTRUMENTS
CAMERA & SOUND RECORDER

WEATHER STATION

Game cameras and sound recordings were placed at the haulouts. The cameras
took one photo per minute from 5 a.m. to midnight. University of Alaska Fairbanks
students Kimberly Kivvaq Pikok and Saoirse Bogart have so far reviewed hundreds
of photos from the cameras. For each photo they documented how many seals
were resting at the haulout, the date and time of day, and the water level.

Does the timing and number of seals at a haulout
change with certain environmental factors? Though
the data has yet to be analyzed, weather stations on
the bluff above each site will help show if weather
conditions impact seal haulout behavior.

Left photo: A CTD sensor, supplied by AAOKH, being lowered through the sea ice to

Weather station:
• temperature
• wind speed &
direction
• precipitation

Game
camera

SAMPLING CRAB
In addition to ocean measurements, the Native
Village of Diomede is gathering data from local
residents on harvested king crabs. They weigh and
measure crabs to see if they are getting smaller.
They also collect samples to test for Harmful Algal
Bloom toxins. Though these toxins do not appear
to impact crab health, they can harm humans,
seals, walrus and seabirds.
“I collect the viscera of the crabs we harvest. This
is from the crab’s abdomen. Not many of us will
give up that part, as it is like the best part of the
crab. I think so too,” said Opik. “I will be grateful
to collect your [if you live in Diomede] sample
contribution.”

Oarlock Island, August 27, 2020 at 7:44 a.m.

This work was also supported by Ocean & Earth
Environmental, the World Wildlife Fund, and will
continue with funding from the BIA Tribal Climate
Resilience Program.

Water gauge:
• water level
(mostly
wind-driven)

Top photo: Opik Ahkinga holds a blue king crab while
collecting measurements from local crabbers. She
monitors crabs from three plots.

DATA FROM OARLOCK ISL AND, FALL 2020
WHAT TIME OF DAY DO SEALS HAULOUT?

WHAT DAY HAD THE MOST SEALS?

Based on our initial review of the data, spotted seals often used the Oarlock
Island haulout in Dease Inlet. Seals were present in nearly 60% of photos from
late August–early September
25 seals counted per hour
2020. Slightly more seals
hauled out in the early
20
morning at around 7 a.m. and
15
midday from noon to 3 p.m.,
compared to the end of the day. 10
Interestingly, few seals were
5
counted at Smith Bay during
0
the same time period.
5 a.m.
noon
10 p.m.

During the 17 days of observation, August 24–30 was
the peak spotted seal haulout period at Oarlock Island.
On August 26, 69 seals hauled out, the most of any day.

6

monitor ocean conditions near Diomede.

Bottom photo: The Native Village of Diomede is also
gathering samples from harvested crabs to test for toxins
caused by Harmful Algal Blooms. These toxins can be
hazardous to humans and marine life.
All photos courtesy of Opik Ahkinga.

60 seals counted per day
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WHALING TRAILS
Each spring Utqiaġvik hunters build trails across the shorefast sea
ice to access bowhead whale hunting areas. Since 2008, the whaling
community, North Slope Borough and AAOKH scientists map the
trails and measure their ice thickness. The trail maps are shared with
the community.
This spring, many of the first trails built were north of the Naval Arctic
Research Lab (NARL on the map). In the end of April and early May,
pack ice intersected with the landfast ice, leaving heaps of rubble at the
ice edge. To avoid traveling across this difficult terrain, many whaling
crews abandoned their original trails and broke new trails further south.
There was more multi-year ice incorporated into the landfast ice this
year than noticed in recent years. There was a large pan of extremely
flat ice extending from offshore of NARL to north of Nuvuk (Point
Barrow). This flat area was a little over 22 miles long and 5 miles wide.
Two sections of glacial ice, most likely from the Canadian Arctic, froze
into the landfast ice near Nuvuk and offshore of Pigniq.

ICE THICKNESS (top map)
This map shows the ice thickness on May 6,
2021 along known whaling trails. The red trail
sections had thin, potentially dangerous ice.

ABANDONED TRAILS (bottom map)
This map shows the same mapped trails on May 6,
but highlights sections that were likely abandoned
because major ice rubble hindered travel.

2.2–3.4 feet thick
3.4–3.7
3.7–4.8
4.8–5.6
5.6–7.6
7.6–45.3
Ice trails
Possible
abandoned trails

OBSERVER CORNER
INSIGHTS FROM BILLY ADAMS
WHERE DO YOU SEE AAOKH IN THE FUTURE?
I hope that we can go to the schools and educate the middle and high schoolers. They’ll tell their
parents. And every community has a senior center, sharing that kind of information with the seniors.
They look to give their perspectives of the past and see what changes are being seen. They would get
engaged. I think they would hope to see something like this continue.

WHAT OBSERVATIONS DO YOU MAKE FOR UTQIAĠVIK & WHY?
Living on the coast especially at Barrow, are there more grizzly bears getting closer to the coastal
areas and how [are they] affecting other animals and the communities? And if we saw polar bears
using more inland areas and river deltas to look for other kinds of seals, then I’ll be recording that kind
of activity. And same with hunting and the ocean, what are we seeing out there? [Are there] other
new species and how [is climate change] affecting the ice and temperature? Small changes, it could
only be one or two degrees, could mean a whole different thing for the ice and animals.
I think it’s important for us to have hunters and community members to observe those changes that
don’t get recorded by scientists that may visit for a couple of weeks. There’s a big difference between
doing your research for a couple weeks, and someone observing that lived in that community for all
their lives.

WHAT’S AN IMPORTANT OBSERVATION FROM FALL 2021?
I know people are really wanting to go out on the ice to hunt seals. Right now [December 8], it’s just
not safe. That’s what we’ve seen these past months. The southerly winds make the sea level go up, and
when that happens it breaks off that ice and it floats away. That ice that was formed a few weeks ago is
blown out now. And the ice is very active right now, it might be at shore, but it’s still active ice.
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